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The parents of Bartholomew Williams, who was shot and killed on campus Dec. 8, have filed a lawsuit against CSUSB for wrongful death and seven other claims on March 5.

Barbara and Paul Williams’ lawsuit, filed in a Los Angeles federal court, also named the state and CSUSB Police Chief Jimmie Brown as defendants.

The parents are seeking an undetermined amount of compensatory damages.

CSUSB officials were aware that Williams, 38, was bipolar and was registered as a student with disabilities, claimed the lawsuit.

The Press Enterprise reports that in an interview, James DeSimone, the plaintiffs’ attorney, said, “The university had advance notice that he has special needs. To have him encountered with the use of force and police officers when it really was a mental health issue violates the Americans With Disabilities Act.”

“This is not an individual who has a history of assault or anything like that,” said DeSimone, according to The Sun.

Lawsuit papers indicate claims of wrongful death, negligence, battery and deadly force, among other claims included in the lawsuit.

According to The Press Enterprise, “The lawsuit says that Cal State police did not use proper tactics, failed to call and wait for mental health officials or a police crisis-intervention team and did not call Williams’ relatives or friends in the hope that they could defuse the situation.”

Continued on Pg. 3

By MARIELA LIMON
Staff Writer

Parents of slain student sue CSUSB

Brown tells states to go green
Gov. advocates clean energy to states, claims they should adopt CA model

By MARYSOL GUZMAN
Staff Writer

Governor Jerry Brown reached out to fellow governors two weeks ago to encourage a California-style plan for cleaner air.

Brown’s goal for the meeting was for other states, along with federal government, to adopt some of California’s key elements in their environmental agenda.

Some of his cleaner energy goals are to de-carbonize the economy by decreasing 10 percent of carbon in gasoline by the end of the decade. He also plans to advance the state’s mandate for renewable energy.

CSUSB student Crystal Quintana showed her excitement for Brown’s plan.

“I think what he’s doing shows great initiative,” said Quintana. “People don’t realize that if we don’t start acting now then our future generation will suffer from this. I don’t want my great-grand-children to suffer from an unknown epidemic.”

If other states and countries take on these measures, then it will ultimately help the climate change.

Indeed, these goals have been successful in creating jobs, but it will also be costly to businesses since upgrading to cleaner manufacturing technologies will raise the price of their energy.

If Brown fails to convince others to take measures, then California will be spending more money on cleaner energy while neighboring states will continue with cheaper energy traditions.

In Brown’s State of the State address on Jan. 24, he talked about the dangers we could be facing in the long run if people decide not to take action.

“When we think about California’s future, no long term liability presents as great a danger to our well-being as the buildup of carbon dioxide and other greenhouse gases in the atmosphere,” said Brown.

Brown added, “Carbon dioxide emis-
Continued on Pg. 4
A breakthrough in the fight against HIV
Mississippi doctors claim they have functionally cured a child of the deadly virus

By TIFFANY GASTON
Staff Writer

At a medical conference in Atlanta on Sunday March 3, a group of scientists mentioned that they believe they have cured a child of HIV.

According to the LA Times, for the first time, doctors are reporting that a child born with HIV and put on an unusually aggressive treatment regimen has been functionally cured of the infection.

The child in question is a two-year-old girl from Mississippi, whose identity has not been revealed to the public.

The girl’s mother did not know she had HIV until she took a screening test after she was already in labor, according to Dr. Hannah Gay, the pediatric HIV specialist at the University of Mississippi Medical Center in Jackson, who treated the baby.

Instead of giving the newborn an anti-retroviral drug, Gay opted for a three drug regimen that is usually given as a long term treatment for infected children.

The first infusion was given to the girl just 30 hours after her birth. It was not until several days after her birth that a blood test confirmed that she was HIV positive.

With continued treatment, it took less than a month for the girl’s viral load to become undetectable with standard clinical tests, Gay said.

The girl’s treatments continued normally for 15 months, but then became irregular and when tests, Gay said.

According to the results of her blood test, the girl only has a small trace of HIV in her bloodstream and doctors had been able to keep the virus under control without the use of medicine.

Dr. Karin Nielsen, a pediatrician who specializes in infectious diseases at David Geffen School of Medicine at UCLA, believes that the aggressive treatment used in the case could potentially lead to further ground breaking research.

“If there is a trial that shows this can happen again, then this will be very important,” said Nielsen.

Nielsen believes that if researchers demonstrate the same results in other children, it could drastically alter the lives of the children born with HIV.

According to Kaiser Family Foundation, since the HIV and AIDS epidemic first gained recognition in the 1980s more than 60 million people worldwide have been infected with HIV/AIDS.

Out of that 60 million, about 1 million of them are Americans who have been diagnosed with HIV and approximately 600,000 have died of AIDS related causes.

Out of those 1 million people diagnosed HIV, approximately 200 of them are children who were born with the HIV disease.

According to the Atlantic Journal-Constitution, nearly 200 U.S. mothers this year will learn that their newborns are HIV-positive and that they will need a steady dose of anti-retroviral medicines most likely for the rest of their lives.

Despite these numbers, scientists are continually progressing forward in working to prevent the AIDS virus and hope to repeat similar trials for further advancements.

CSUSB promotes cigarette waste campaign

By ANGELA RODRIGUEZ
Staff Writer

According to Victorian Litter Action Alliance, an estimated 4.5 trillion cigarette butts are littered worldwide every year.

Since our government legislation in the mid-2000s implemented smoking restrictions in public buildings and restaurants, the issue of cigarette butt litter has increased.

CSUSB students can help reduce cigarette butts and other tobacco-related waste by joining TerraCycle Inc.’s Cigarette Waste Brigade, a free program dedicated to reducing litter.

Upon participating in the program, for every pound of cigarette butts CSUSB collects, a dollar will be donated to Keep America Beautiful.

According to a Cigarette Waste Brigade, cigarette butts are the most littered item, and account for 32 percent of outdoor litter.

TerraCycle, Inc. is an internationally recognized and coming company that recycles challenging packaging materials into economical and creative products.

“The Cigarette Waste Brigade will provide a solution for the filters that are properly disposed of in an ashtray or can, but today still end up in a landfill,” said TerraCycle CEO and Founder Tom Szaky.

Thus far, the program has collected hundreds of thousands of cigarette butts and expects to rise with our campus’ participation.

Cigarette butts are made from fibrous material created to trap tar and other toxic chemicals before they reach the lungs of a smoker.

Each butt is comprised of tobacco, paper and a filter, but the residues in the butts contain toxic, soluble chemicals – chemicals that add to the environment’s pollution.

The program aims to make the cigarette butts recyclable for the first time since they are not biodegradable and do not break down quickly.

“This is one of the most exciting developments in TerraCycle’s history,” Szaky says. “As a company committed to recycling waste streams that others deem worthless or unsavory, cigarette waste will help to promote our belief that everything can and should be recycled!”

Currently, TerraCycle has prevented more than two billion pieces of food and beverage packaging and along with other waste from going to the landfill and with its partners, dispersed more than $3.5 million to charity through its various Brigade programs.

Founded in 2001, the company is now the world leader in the collection and reuse of non-recyclable post-consumer waste.
CSUSB disposes cigarette butts

Continued from Pg. 2

The corporation is currently also creating solutions for other challenging items to recycle, like discarded, disposable diapers and used chewing gum.

Filters can be collected normally in receptacles then placed in any plastic bag before being placed in a shipping box. Once enough waste is collected, collectors log into their account and print a free prepaid UPS shipping label to return their boxes at no cost.

Students interested in the program can visit www.terracycle.com to sign up for the program.
Brown pushes for clean energy

Continued from Pg. 1

sions are the highest in 15 million years. At today’s emissions rate, the planet could warm by more than seven degrees Fahrenheit by the end of the century, and event unknown in human experience.”

California has been successful in implementing ideas that has helped the environment in the past.

According to an article in the LA Times, back in 1975, California required for the use of catalytic converters. These converters were able to reduce pollution from cars and within the next six years the federal government required all cars sold in the U.S. to have them.

Brown has already taken measures to help the environment and is continuing to spread the word.

During the National Governors Assn. Meeting in Washington, Brown asked for the support of other states an counties because California won’t be able to do it alone.

“We can’t do it alone,” said Brown, “We need other states. We need China. We need India.”

He is scheduled to visit China in April for a week and will focus on the topic of climate change during his visit.

Brown’s itinerary will include a visit to one of China’s most polluted city, Guangdong, to reduce the production and discharge of harmful gases.

The responses from the rest of the states are still unknown, and they will not be discussed till further notice.
GM0s from a scientific Perspective

By RICHARD FREDENDALL & PATRICIA TURTURRO

Genetically Modified (GM) food has received a lot of bad press lately. Thus, it is time to set the record straight about what we know about GM food.

GM foods are created by taking genetic material (DNA) and inserting it into the genome of the organism being modified.

Genetically modified food is done to increase yields, prevent pest damage and enable growth in harsh environments to name a few reasons.

Many people seem to think that these modified foods will be harmful to us. This is simply not true and you will not grow extra limbs.

Current research has shown no difference in immune-related organs in mammals fed GM food from birth, according to The Journal of the Food Hygienic Society; there is no production of antibodies for proteins produced by the GM-soybeans fed to rats and mice.

This means there is no immune reaction produced by the rats and mice from the GM food.

There are no linked disorders, diseases, impairments, or any other health problems related to GM food.

Investigators from The Journal of Food Compo-
“It’s the perfect way to bring all the ages together.”

There are all sorts of different types of families, so why do we only ever see ads like the one below?

Media and advertising images carry tremendous weight. Whatever we see in them is what’s considered “normal.” Tired of your family being shunned? Don’t think it’s a problem at all? Tell us what you think! coyotesforequality@yahoo.com

“It’s the perfect way to bring all the ages together.”
Students, confessions and comedy. This is what you can look forward to when visiting CSUSB Student Confessions Facebook page.

As stated in last week’s issue by Angelique Romero, “Reading the confessions has become a new past time for mine and for other students as well, not to mention providing a chuckle or two.”

The Facebook page was created by an anonymous student who was one day viewing the UC Davis confessions page and realized how addicting it was to read all the posts students were uploading online.

Once the creator realized that CSUSB had nothing compared to the confessions page he/she decided to create one for student to voice their opinions, ask for advice, pass the time and enjoy entertaining and outrageous topics and comments.

According to the anonymous creator, Confessions has topics ranging all across the social spectrum.

“We have several common topics which are: people looking for relationship advice (which includes a lot of sex!), people with feelings of sadness and loneliness and people just looking for help on anything relating to school, like where to go if they need help with a class […] etc,” stated the creator.

The creator also stated that, “[People are also] just looking for friends at school, and we do have stories of people becoming friends by meeting on this page. We also have a lot of secret admirers that post on this page, often times we have many confessions about who someone thinks is so beautiful and so handsome, keep an eye out because someone may just be crushing on you!”

When asked about the page students had a broad range of comments.

“I really like this page, and it makes me happy,” said student Yovanna Valerio. “I have made a few friends on here that are really cool, and I love having the opportunity to give my fellow students advice, to share thoughts or even just to laugh about something.”

“Other than just making me laugh, I really like that there are a lot of confessions about people looking for help with school. I can relate to this,” stated another student.

“The confessions page is helpful for people looking for help with school,” said Thalia Vilciene. “It is also a great way for people to make new friends. I have made a few friends on the page as well.”

However you decide to spend your break be safe my fellow Coyotes!
Planning a wedding on a student budget

By MEGAN SPENCER  Staff Writer

My fiancé, Mark Estrada, proposed to me on July 11, 2012 during my junior year of college at CSUSB. We had been together for almost six years, so we knew it was the perfect time. There was only one problem; planning a wedding is tricky and doing it as a full-time student can add a whole new challenge.

With the excitement of our big day in tow, I found myself switching colors, picking flowers and going to bridal shows in the midst of writing papers, studying for exams and prepping for presentations. Not to mention, trying to figure out how we were going to pull off the wedding of our dreams on a student-friendly budget.

My life quickly became overwhelmed and I struggled with the thought that the wedding might have to wait. Being the stubborn gal I am, I refused to give up.

I began researching online, “How to plan a wedding,” “Weddings on a budget,” “Wedding ideas” and was blown away with the results. Nowadays, you can have a beautiful wedding, not break the bank and plan it yourself. Go figure!

If you are a college student struggling to plan your wedding while keeping your grades afloat, here is some helpful advice.

Give yourselves plenty of time; this could mean a year and a half or longer.

A longer engagement will create less stress by giving you more time to plan during school breaks and build your savings. That will allow you to focus on what is most important, such as school.

Invest in a monthly planner. Having everything scheduled by month or year can help you manage your time and spread the work out so you do not overload yourself.

Theknot.com also offers a free subscription online to help track every detail and plan your big day from start to finish. Find out how much help you will receive from family and friends.

Sitting down and having the “budget” conversation with your family can be awkward, but necessary to ensure your plans fit within your means.

Once you establish a budget, that is when you can begin looking for all the main components of your wedding such as venue, photographer, caterer, disk jockey and florist. This can also help you plan do it yourself craft days for you and your bridesmaids along the way.

Save browsing for the weekends. We all know how easy it is to open your Pinterest tab and realize two hours has just gone by.

Limiting the wedding planning to weekends can cause less distraction, allowing you to still look around without it interfering with your classes.

Weekends are a great time to attend bridal shows to get new ideas and meet with potential vendors.

Take inspiration from bridal magazines by clipping out your favorite items and create a scrapbook to help visualize your ideas.

Remember, it is your wedding and there is no right or wrong way to plan it.

Be creative, don’t stress and most importantly, have fun! It is your wedding after all.

Moving out, battling homesickness

By JOUNGHUN KIM  Staff Writer

As the quarters go by, some students start feeling a bit homesick and have problems dealing with being away from family and friends.

Being homesick is normal for college students and their transition into adulthood. Once this feeling arises one should be able to acknowledge and accept it, even when it can be uncomfortable.

However, feeling lonely can also be beneficial because it helps you to recognize certain needs and to figure out constructive ways to satisfy them.

From experience, I have encountered homesickness for a really long time when I first came to America. At night I will constantly dream about my parents, sister and friends.

My mind was so unstable which led me to wonder if I was becoming manic-depressive. But after a long process of handling my internal emotions, I got better.

If you are feeling homesick, here are some things you do to feel more connected to the university community.

The first thing one can do to a steady recovering is finding out what is the core reason you have developed homesickness. There is a deeper reason that your subconscious might not be aware of and is suppressing.

For example, a recent break-up or some unfinished business that is worrying some and is causing you discomfort.

Once you find the reason for being home sick, the next measure you can take is to make new friends, be around a busy environment and keep associating with the people in your daily lives that will make you happy.

Joining clubs, participating in campus activities will help you meet others and keep you occupied.

Many of the Korean students on campus have taken it upon themselves to belong in clubs like the soccer team, the study club or the language exchange club. Enjoy your time alone. Whether or not you have friends around, you still can enjoy many activities with the company of yourself.

Make a list of things you really like to do, such as exercising, basketball, soccer, puzzles or anything you have wanted to do but have yet to do so.

For instance, I go to the gym alone. Often times I join people who are actively playing basketball and by doing so I create new friends in the process.

Plan a short trip to a place you know you would enjoy. Even if it is just to visit a relative or friends you haven’t seen for a long time.

Keep the trip active and take little mini games like a pack of cards to fill in the spare time.

Staying busy and entertainment is possibly the number one way to avoid being homesick for very long.

Students like Geewoo Moon shared some personal tips to face homesickness. Moon enjoys cooking recipes from his homeland of Korea. He makes sure to always prepare a meal just like his mom did.

He found relief in meeting fellow Korean friends and sharing his experience. “I have met many Korean students and it helps me a lot to deal with homesickness,” said Moon. “I got the blues when I first came to America, but it gets better in time after hanging out with my Korean friends.”

Moon has used methods like contacting his family and friends at least once a week by using an online messenger like Skype.

There are many procedures you can take in a faster recovery to being homesick, though sometimes it isn’t easy you must find a solution that works best for you.
Features

Colors of the Rainbow has students talking about coming out

By KEVIN SCHAEFFER
Staff Writer

People of color need better representation in the LGBTQQIA community and the community at large.
This was one of the sentiments expressed on March 6 at Colors of the Rainbow held in the SMSU Theater.
The Pride Center hosted a panel of LGBTQQIA people of color who talked about their experiences and discussed different aspects about being a person of color within the LGBTQQIA community.
The panel included Alex Iling, DeeJay Brown, Bien Fule-ver, Virginia Millacci and Izak Perrez.
The panelist talked about their experiences, the organizations they’re involved in, as well as different issues that impact the LGBTQQIA community.
“If you look at a news article or anything that has to do with some kind of queer movement, the person who is usually the face of it is white and middle-classed. So this is a better representation of different people and what we are going to do is share our experiences as people of color and how that has impacted us as queer people,” said Iling.
Iling explained that she knows what it is like for people of color to not get adequate sexual health information as well as other health information.
“If you look at statistics, women of color are more likely to get different preventable diseases because they didn’t have access to information,” said Iling.
Being a minority group within the LGBTQQIA community makes it more difficult to obtain the information needed without compromising your identity with misconceptions.
Brown talked about the LGBTQQIA community in higher education, language in the classrooms and how every student should feel safe.
“The campus itself has grown a lot more accepting and tolerant of the LGBT community. The Pride Center has grown, there’s maybe 20 or so regulars that come in everyday, the events keep getting bigger and bigger, and there seems to be a lot more campus involvement as far as allies and non-LGBT people,” said Fule-ver.
Millacci, a half-white, half-Filipino mestiza shared her experience as a queer Filipino woman of color.
Fellow Filipino panelists Iling and Fule-ver joined Millacci in explaining how Filipino culture is more tolerant of gays in the community.
Janet Honn-Alex, Pride Center and Women’s Resource Center Coordinator said, “Our biggest event of spring quarter will definitely be Chaz Bono, [who will be on campus May 14]. He’s a transgender man and probably one of the most famous transgenders right now.”
The Pride Center continues to educate in issues of homophobia, hetero-sexism and acceptance throughout the campus community and welcomes everyone with open arms.

Confessions bring students together

Real Time Arrivals at Your Fingertips.
Breathtaking, shocking and horrifying images of real people suffering from hatred filled the walls of the Santos Manuel Student Union's annual "Tunnel of Oppression."

The event was held on the second floor of the SMSU on March 4 and 5.

As you enter the tunnel you saw various quotations, statistics and cases regarding oppression.

Oppression is defined as, "Unjust or cruel exercise of authority or power," according to the Merriam-Webster dictionary.

The first wall was dedicated to hate crimes and vandalism that occurred all over the world.

"Swastikas and the words 'white power' were written on garage doors of several residences on a street in Baldwin Hills," was an act of vandalism that took place during June 2012.

As you walked further into the tunnel, the words hate, prejudice, discrimination, oppression and stereotyping were written in a bloody fashion.

You felt the chills as you walked around every corner anticipating what was next.

The tunnel then goes into a history of oppression and hatred with the displays of very gruesome images, one entitled, "Fuck Jews," turned the heads of many students.

One caption states, "In the 1980’s and early 1990`s, pagan magazines frequently reported instances of attacks on followers of Wicca, Druidism, Asatru, and other Neopagan traditions. They took many forms: threats, physical assaults, shootings, etc. At the extreme was one attempted mass stoning and an actual murder by lynching."

The next turn along the tunnel may be the most disturbing, as it depicted the obsession of perfection in American society.

Charts that compared an average woman to that of a Barbie doll and a female mannequin were also on display, as well as statistics about anorexia and other disorders.

Written on the wall was, "Two out of five women and one out of five men would trade three years to five years of their life to achieve their weight goal."

The end of this tunnel displayed a mirror to show the audience who they really are and beside it is a decorative toilet bowl covered by images of perfect-bodied models. The toilet reads, "Happiness is only a toilet bowl away."

The toilet metaphorically instilled the idea that all of society’s expectations of beauty should be utilized as a disorder and desire for perfection.

The most disturbing part of the tunnel was next. Trash and cardboard flooded the floor, the "Homeless" scene was so horrendous that it created false scents in your mind as if actual urine and body odor filled the air.

"Over the course of one year an estimated 245,000 men, women and children experience homelessness in the Los Angeles City," according to the wall post.

Next, you walked into the room of domestic violence where images of beaten women were displayed with no censorship. "One in four college women surveyed are victims of rape or attempted rape."

Racist remarks of Ku Klux Klan were shown on a projection screen in the next turn along with nooses hung across the ceiling.

One-viewer reports, "We don’t need them. They could disappear for all I care," in regards to Blacks and Mexicans.

As one nears the end of the long horrific tunnel, one is exposed to crimes against people with disabilities.

"One of the lesser known types of hate crime is a bias crime against someone with a disability," stated the display.

Lastly, was a tunnel through the hate crimes against homosexuals.

"The opportunity to be threatened, humiliated and to live in fear for being beaten to death is the only special right our culture bestows on homosexuals," according to Diane Carman.

The Tunnel of Oppression was a horrifying and shocking exhibit that opens eyes and minds to the oppression still going on today.
The Muslim Student Alliance stressed power of unity in the community

**By ADAM GHOSSEIN**

The Muslim Students' Association showed that unity is essential in every community regardless of religion during Islamic Awareness Night on March 8 in the Santos Manuel Student Union Events Center.

The MSA sponsored event featured two guest speakers, Hussam Ayloush and Malek Bendelhoum. The event was co-sponsored by the Cross Cultural Center, to encourage unity among the community members.

"[The MSA] feel that the topic of unity is important and that all religions, races and backgrounds can benefit from it. We wanted to share that message with the campus community," said Mahbuba Hamad, the president of the MSA.

Hamad opened the event by welcoming everyone with a warm introduction.

She introduced the first speaker, Ayloush, who has been the Executive Director of Council on American Islamic Relations (CAIR) in Southern California since 1997, by giving the audience a brief background of his involvement with the organization.

CAIR is the largest national grassroots organization dedicated to presenting an Islamic perspective on issues of importance to the American public.

Ayloush began his lecture with an explanation of the purpose of CAIR and its role in the community. He stated that CAIR was established to promote an accurate image of Islam and Muslims in America through media work, conferences and seminars, publications, action alerts, research, anti-discrimination work, government relations and interfaith relations.

Ayloush encouraged students to look past any ethnic differences they have with others and use social network to change other people's perspectives on others.

"Each one of you is an opinion mover. You shape minds because you have access to the public, you have access to friends […] When we start promoting that [people] are good and have so much in common, it makes it more difficult for [others] to promote the opposite," said Ayloush.

Ayloush ended his lecture encouraging the young minds of today to pull together and stand up for one another because today's generation is the future of the country.

Next up was Bendelhoum, vice president of Sahabah Initiative (A San Bernardino-based social services organization), founder and president of the Muslim Youth Council of Southern California, Orange County Interfaith Coalition for the Environment advisory council and Inland United Congregations for Change advisory council.

Bendelhoum began his presentation by reciting verses from the Qur'an that encourage unity among humans.

His lecture focused mostly on encouraging students to become united as a community.

"On this campus […] you’re in a community. When some of you succeed, it helps the rest of us. When some of you get your voices out there […] it helps the rest of us. However, unless and until we get out there and come together on common terms for the benefit of ourselves and our communities, we will not get anywhere."

“These two particular speakers were important to bring because they are heavily involved in the community, they’re community activists. They bring out the good in everyone," said Hamad.

After the insightful lectures many students felt lucky to be a part of such an accepting campus where we are exposed to these cultures when other people are shunning them away.
Kate Nash’s *Girl Talk* speaks volumes

**By MARIA PERRY**

Award-winning English singer expresses her emotions in a girlish fashion in her third album after following up from *My Best Friend Is You*

Awards-winning English singer, musician and songwriter Kate Nash explores several different themes including love, break-ups and friendship in her newly released album *Girl Talk*, which is a compilation of previously released singles throughout 2012.

The album explores the many different sides love entails because of how unpredictable and evolving it can be.

Although the CD has a steady theme, the style of it is different in each song. It goes from edgy in “Death Proof,” to spunky-edge in “Fri-end?”

The instruments used in Nash’s music varied from electric guitars in “Death Proof!” to a piano playing softly as she sang in “Lullaby to an Insomniac.”

The songs have no set rhythm or style, which may be frustrating at first, but it goes with the theme of the mixed emotions that women experience.

Emotions come and go, strong or weak depending on how a woman copes with loss or handles a deteriorating relationship, whether it be platonic or intimate.

Some songs argued for feminism and how girls tend to be viewed as emotional, nurturing individuals.

In “Conventional Girl,” is about a girl who explains that she isn’t who her significant other thinks she is and how she is sick of the expectations that she has to fulfill to make him happy.

“I’m sick of being the b****/That you think I am/Well, I never understood/Understood that man/And it’s funny how these kind of things Happen to them/When you never even think they would happen again.”

Nash emphasizes individuality in “You’re so Cool, I’m so Freaky,” which is about a girl who is being herself but the guy leaves because he doesn’t appreciate her inner beauty.

It emphasizes how all girls are different and how sometimes people are okay with not being cool, as long as they are unique.

The significance of people taking action rather than just saying what they are going to do is shown in “All Talk” emphasizing how people can change but first they have to act on the desire to do it, making sacrifices to make dreams possible.

“Fri-end?” further emphasizes the theme of individuality and how some friendships can become superficial, saying “I never noticed/The way you dressed/But the way you dressed was more important to you/Than it was to being my friend.”

Friendships that become more intimate are explored in “Sister” where one grew stronger feelings for the other but the other wanted to stay friends.

The album demonstrates how the cycle of stress, emotions and lack of sleep are constantly circulating in a woman’s life.

“Lullaby to an Insomniac,” starts out slow and calming like a lullaby and is repetitive throughout, relating to people with insomnia who in attempt to fall asleep, focus on one thing but in actuality their mind deviates and becomes less like a lullaby.

The songs in this album show that no matter the twists and turns, the true friend or lover is the one who never deviates from the straight path no matter what.
Preview Session:
Managing Innovation and Technology

Claremont Graduate University’s Center for Information Systems and Technology (CISAT) and the Drucker School of Management have partnered to offer new interdisciplinary programs that will help develop the next generation of technology and innovation managers. Join us at our Preview Session to learn more about these programs and how technology and innovation management will form the center of gravity for how firms compete in the future.

Tom Horan
PhD Claremont
Graduate University

Hovig Tchalian
PhD University of
California, Los Angeles

CSU Partnership: Claremont Graduate University has partnered with the CSU System to award all CSU graduates who enroll in CISAT a $10,000 scholarship per academic year. Contact information@cg.edu for more information.

Saturday Morning
March 16, 9:00 a.m. - 2:00 p.m.
Burkle Family Building
1021 N. Dartmouth Ave., Claremont

RSVP at www.cg.edu/visit, by e-mailing information@cg.edu, or by calling (909) 607-7811.

---

Earn your credential and master’s degree in education at APU.

Nedra Graham
Santa Fe Mosaic School
Single-Subject Teaching Credential, 2004

Complete your degree in as little as 12 months.

Azusa Pacific offers:
• Convenient classes at eight Southern California locations and online.
• More than 60 program opportunities in teaching, counseling, physical education, and administration.
• NCATE-accredited programs recognized by all 50 states and internationally.

Classes start throughout the year.
Contact us today!
(800) 825-5278
www.apu.edu/explore/education
graduatecenter@apu.edu
Water polo still struggles to earn win

By INNO SITA
Staff Writer

CSUSB women’s water polo team suffered another loss last weekend. They lost both games against the Santa Clara University Broncos (6-12) and CSU Monterey Bay Otters (7-13) and it proves that the Coyotes are still struggling to keep a good record.

Misty Vu and Shelby McCliman were the leading scorers for the Coyotes, both scoring two goals against SCU.

The Broncos had a good start with their first goal on the scoreboard, eventually making three goals in the first quarter, while the Coyotes had no room to score.

The Coyotes remained focused for a victory, ended up scoring three goals in the second quarter but allowed the Broncos to make two more goals.

The Coyotes had a remarkable comeback in the second half, but unfortunately fell short by the time the game ended with a score of 6-12.

While the Coyotes’ offense did their part, the defense struggled to stop the opponents during both games.

The goalkeeper, Kelsey Parkiss, didn’t allow the Broncos to make easy goals with 11 saves after the game. She has had an outstanding performance this season so far. Thus far, the Coyotes have no wins on the road and are missing many opportunities to bring home a win.

“I felt as if we don’t take the time to listen to our coach,” said sophomore utility McKenzie Kelly.

“We pretend to understand our task, but once we jump in the water, we end up doing the total opposite of that.”

Their second game of the weekend against the Otters was another tough loss for the Coyotes.

The Otters had a remarkable start with four goals on the scoreboard in the first quarter while the Coyotes had no points.

By the end of the second quarter the Otters had scored seven goals.

However, Misty Vu had another outstanding performance in the fourth quarter. She shockingly scored four goals in a row while the Otters had no possibility to score during the fourth quarter.

The Coyotes could not close the gap quick enough when the whistle blew at the end of the game.

Overall three players were able to score during the game: Vu had four goals, Mary Jane Cooney had two goals and Georgiana Bray had one goal.

The Coyotes will once again face this team on March 21 at home and they are hoping for a victory after learning from their mistakes.

The Coyotes only have few games left until the season is over and they are carving their way out of this unpleasant season record.

The Coyotes have no wins on the road and are missing many opportunities to bring home a win.

“I’m still certain about my team,” said Vu. “We just need to continue playing solid, be optimistic and help each other.”

The Coyotes are determined to closely study their mistakes and win all remaining games.

The season isn’t over until the last game is played, therefore the Coyotes may still have the ability to prove the fans, the coach and the students of CSUSB that they can still win.
Women's basketball satisfied with finish

By ERIN LEACH

Women’s basketball closed the season with a 46-55 loss against number two seed UC San Diego Tritons on Tuesday March 5.

The Yotes were dealt a tough hand as the Tritons have been one of the most notable teams this past season with an overall record of 20-10.

In the first half, the CSUSB men’s basketball team continued their hard play of basketball cruising to victory over the Gators.

At the end of the game, all of the starters scored double figures for the first time this season.

In Friday’s game the Coyotes played their last home game against the Seawolves of SSU.

The Coyotes had a total of seven turnovers and shot a total of 45 percent from the field in the first half.

Alexander scored 13 points and had five rebounds and junior Lacy Haddock scored six points at the end of the first half.

In the second half, the CSUSB men’s basketball team bounced back with two straight wins on Feb. 28 and March 1.

One of the games was an overtime thriller that led the Coyotes to victory.

The Coyotes played against the Gators of CSU San Francisco on Feb. 28 and the Seawolves of Sonoma State University to end the regular season.

In the first game against CSU San Francisco, the Coyotes got off to a great start and never looked back, beating the Gators 89-58.

In the second half, the Coyotes started the game on fire, hitting their first couple of shots to give them an early lead on the Gators.

At the end of the half the score was 53-25.

In the third quarter, the Coyotes started off very slow and then closed out the half strong, trailing 39-33.

In the fourth quarter, the Coyotes had a total of seven turnovers and shot a total of 45 percent from the field in the first half.

Alexander scored 13 points and had five rebounds and junior Lacy Haddock scored six points at the end of the half.

Assistant coach Monique Nolan noted that the team finished out the season strong.

“We struggle on the road and San Diego is in the top of our conference, so our CCAA loss on Tuesday was tough, but I’m proud of the way we finished,” Nolan said.

Although the women were unable to make it past the first game in the tournament, it fore-shadowed what is to come for next seasons line up.

If Brodie continues to play the way she closed out the season, next season will be successful.

Assistant coach Monique Nolan noted that the team finished out the season strong.

“All of the games this season were very close and still win the game.

The CSUSB men’s basketball team will be playing their next game in the playoffs against the Wildcats of CSU Chico.

The game will be held on March 8 at the Citizens Business Bank Arena in Ontario, California.

Men's basketball offense secures wins

By BRANDON LANDRUM

Despite the weekend split last weekend, the CSUSB men's basketball team bounced back with a double-double win.

The Coyotes played against the Gators of CSU San Francisco on Feb. 28 and the Seawolves of Sonoma State University to end the regular season.

In the double overtime thriller that led the Coyotes to victory.

The Coyotes played against the Seawolves of SSU.

At the end of the game, all of the starters scored double figures for the first time this season.

In Friday's game the Coyotes played their last home game against the Seawolves of SSU.

The Coyotes had a total of seven turnovers and shot at a total of 45 percent from the field in the first half.

Alexander scored 13 points and had five rebounds and junior Lacy Haddock scored six points at the end of the half.

In the second half, the Coyotes started off very slow and then closed out the half strong, trailing 39-33.

The Coyotes had a total of seven turnovers and shot at a total of 45 percent from the field in the first half.

Alexander scored 13 points and had five rebounds and junior Lacy Haddock scored six points at the end of the half.

In the second half, the Coyotes started off very slow and then closed out the half strong, trailing 39-33.

The Coyotes had a total of seven turnovers and shot at a total of 45 percent from the field in the first half.

Alexander scored 13 points and had five rebounds and junior Lacy Haddock scored six points at the end of the half.

In the second half, the Coyotes started off very slow and then closed out the half strong, trailing 39-33.

The Coyotes had a total of seven turnovers and shot at a total of 45 percent from the field in the first half.

Alexander scored 13 points and had five rebounds and junior Lacy Haddock scored six points at the end of the half.

In the second half, the Coyotes started off very slow and then closed out the half strong, trailing 39-33.

The Coyotes had a total of seven turnovers and shot at a total of 45 percent from the field in the first half.

Alexander scored 13 points and had five rebounds and junior Lacy Haddock scored six points at the end of the half.

In the second half, the Coyotes started off very slow and then closed out the half strong, trailing 39-33.

The Coyotes had a total of seven turnovers and shot at a total of 45 percent from the field in the first half.

Alexander scored 13 points and had five rebounds and junior Lacy Haddock scored six points at the end of the half.

In the second half, the Coyotes started off very slow and then closed out the half strong, trailing 39-33.

The Coyotes had a total of seven turnovers and shot at a total of 45 percent from the field in the first half.

Alexander scored 13 points and had five rebounds and junior Lacy Haddock scored six points at the end of the half.
Baseball cannot close weekend series

By KRISTOPHER SARIKAS Staff Writer

The Coyote’s baseball team was unable to defeat the Dominguez Hills Toros last weekend, losing three out of the four game series.

Game one occurred on Thurs., Feb. 28 and concluded with a final score of 5-3 favoring the Coyotes. Throughout the game, the Coyotes made 31 plate appearances, made contact eight times and scored four runs.

Billy Hamilton, Jake Pilkerton and David Silvas each had one RBI, unfortunately this was the Coyotes’ only win of the series against Dominguez Hills.

During the entire series it seemed as if neither team was going to score as the Coyotes and the Toros battled back and forth.

The first run of the game was not scored until the top of the seventh when Toros outfielder Kevin Logan hit a single, bringing home third baseman Danny Haley.

Later in the ninth with the score still tied at 1-0 the Toros added another run to their lead.

Second baseman Ivory Thomas grounded a ball to shortstop allowing Logan to make the final score of the game.

The Coyotes played good baseball however they were unable to capitalize on several opportunities and lost 2-0.

“We didn’t execute when we needed to,” said assistant coach Rick Mendieta.

On Saturday the Coyotes traveled to Carson for a double header to complete their series with the Toros.

During game three the Coyotes took the lead early in the first inning when infielder Billy Hamilton singled to left field bringing home Aaron Beckley.

The Toros tied the game as first baseman Chris Allen singled up the middle bringing home outfielder David Steininger.

Later in the top of the third inning the score stood at 2-2 when the Toros made their game changing plays.

Allen grounded out to shortstop bringing home Steininger. Furthermore, outfielder Bobby Rossman singled to right field, allowing Logan to score.

After the third inning the Coyotes were faced with an uphill battle as the score stood at 4-2.

After a scoreless fourth inning, Coyotes infielder Curtis Cassise singled to left field bringing home Beckley shortening the Toros lead by one.

The game went back and forth, however, the Coyotes were unable to pull through and fell short with a final score of 5-6.

The Coyotes regrouped and headed back onto the field for the fourth and final game with the Toros.

The Coyotes scored their only two runs in the second inning when catcher Kim Stratton singled up the middle, bringing home Jake Pilkerton and Richard Mount.

The Toros answered when Haley grounded to shortstop allowing Rossman to score making the score 2-1.

At the bottom of the fifth Toros’ shortstop Spencer Maxey grounded out, bringing home Thomas.

The score remained 2-2 until the bottom of the seventh when Rossman singled to right field bringing home Maxey.

The Coyotes let another close game slip out of reach as the game concluded with a final score of 2-3.

“We didn’t play bad,” said Mendieta.

“We just didn’t answer when we needed to.”

According to Mendieta all the Coyotes can do is re-cap there losses against the Toros and continue to compete to the best of their ability.

Furthermore, after their series with the Toros the Coyotes have a total season standing of 9-7 and stand 3-5 in conference.

Softball falters against Dominguez Hills

By ANTHONY MORALES Staff Writer

The Coyotes endured a two day tournament against the NCAA that ranked fifth team, the Toros of CSU Dominguez Hills, in a series of double headers pulling out a win.

The day looked promising as the girls split the day winning game one with a score of 6-4.

As the opener began it wasn’t looking good for the Coyotes as they trailed in the first four innings scoring no runs while the Toros pulled out four.

In the fourth inning senior infielder Britney Butler homered to left field bringing in Darian Manuz and herself to home cutting the score in half.

As the sixth inning approached, senior infielder Alyssa Flores tripled to right center bringing in another two runs.

With the game evenly matched, things started to get serious as no runs were scored in the seventh inning.

The eighth inning gave the Coyotes a two point lead as Flores singled to center field bringing in Manuz.

The ninth inning gave the Coyotes a double header win leading into the weekend series, the girls fought hard.

However they were unable to come out with a win.

The Toros had the upper hand and won 6-3.

The Coyotes scored in the first inning as Flores singled to the right field, bringing in Manuz.

The Toros hit two home runs and brought one of their players home in the first inning, setting the atmosphere for the rest of the game.

The Coyotes had their work cut out for them.

During the third inning, outfielder Jamie Leffingwell doubled down the left field line and earned a run while Flores singled to the right field, bringing in Leffingwell.

Those runs brought the girls score to three runs in total making it the last run for the game.

Game two proved to be tough as the Coyotes struggled to make runs.

The Toros dominated game two in the third inning scoring seven runs and added an additional two in the fourth.

Thus, defeating the Coyotes with a disappointing loss of 10-0.

“This was really good for our hitters. Not a lot of small ball or speed was used so our pitchers and defense had to be prepared,” said freshman infielder Jacqueline Lopez.

“Most challenging part playing against the fifth ranked team is we knew they were hitters. Not a lot of small ball or speed was used so our pitchers and defense had to be prepared,” said freshman infielder Jacqueline Lopez.

“Most challenging part playing against the fifth ranked team is we knew they were hitters. Not a lot of small ball or speed was used so our pitchers and defense had to be prepared,” said assistant coach Rick Mendieta.

With a victorious defeat, game one went to the Coyotes as the Toros continued to compete to the best of their ability.

Furthermore, after their series with the Toros the Coyotes advance with a total season standing of 9-7 and stand 3-5 in conference.

By ANTHONY MORALES Staff Writer

The Coyotes endured a two day tournament against the NCAA that ranked fifth team, the Toros of CSU Dominguez Hills, in a series of double headers pulling out a win.

The day looked promising as the girls split the day winning game one with a score of 6-4.

As the opener began it wasn’t looking good for the Coyotes as they trailed in the first four innings scoring no runs while the Toros pulled out four.

In the fourth inning senior infielder Britney Butler homered to left field bringing in Darian Manuz and herself to home cutting the score in half.

As the sixth inning approached, senior infielder Alyssa Flores tripled to right center bringing in another two runs.

With the game evenly matched, things started to get serious as no runs were scored in the seventh inning.

The eighth inning gave the Coyotes a two point lead as Flores singled to center field bringing in Manuz.

The ninth inning gave the Coyotes a double header win leading into the weekend series, the girls fought hard.

However they were unable to come out with a win.

The Toros had the upper hand and won 6-3.

The Coyotes scored in the first inning as Flores singled to the right field, bringing in Manuz.

The Toros hit two home runs and brought one of their players home in the first inning, setting the atmosphere for the rest of the game.

The Coyotes had their work cut out for them.

During the third inning, outfielder Jamie Leffingwell doubled down the left field line and earned a run while Flores singled to the right field, bringing in Leffingwell.

Those runs brought the girls score to three runs in total making it the last run for the game.

Game two proved to be tough as the Coyotes struggled to make runs.

The Toros dominated game two in the third inning scoring seven runs and added an additional two in the fourth.

Thus, defeating the Coyotes with a disappointing loss of 10-0.